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Originally, Sylvio was treating her. 

Although there was indeed some pain, the little girl could feel her soul 
recovering. 

And it was very fast. 

She believed that her soul would be restored soon. 

However, at the critical moment, a terrifying energy erupted. 

Pebbles, who spent time with David every day, was very familiar with this 
energy. 

It was David. 

Before she could call out to David, he had already pressed Sylvio to the 
ground and attacked him. 

Pebbles was David’s favorite. 

David was fuming when she damaged her soul a second time and became a 
child again. 

He swore to avenge her when she regained her memory. 

However, Pebbles’ enemy was now here and attacking her right before him. 

Why did he spend so much money on improving his strength? 

So that he could protect himself and those around him. 

If someone dared to bully them, they should not blame him for being 
merciless. 

However, David knew when to stop, even when very angry. 



Fortunately, he refrained from immediately killing Sylvio; otherwise, he would 
have regretted it for the rest of his life. 

Because Sylvio was not the enemy. 

At this moment, Sylvio was lying in a deep pit, with David’s hand on his chest. 

When he saw the owner of the hand, Sylvio was stunned. 

He thought, ‘What a young guy. 

‘Can this be the David that Elora talked about?’ 

He thought to himself, ‘It’s him! 

‘Who else could it be? 

‘Why did David attack me without finding out what’s going on? 

‘Did he think I was hurting Elora?’ 

Sylvio thought this might be the only possibility. 

At that moment, he analyzed the matter almost accurately. 

At this time, Sylvio did not feel mad about being accidentally injured. 

Instead, he was filled with excitement. 

‘A variable! 

‘He is indeed a variable! 

‘As expected of someone who can cause a backlash to Zwei Arithmetics. 

‘Everything else aside, his soul power alone is already miles apart from all the 
creatures in Leila. 

‘No one can compare to him except Lufian.’ 

Everyone knew how hard it was to increase one’s soul power at the later 
stage of cultivation. 



With the soul power of a Heavenly Overlord, it would not take long for him to 
completely cross this threshold and become a true Heavenly Overlord, even if 
his strength was still at partial Heavenly Overlord Rank. 

A Heavenly Overlord might not be able to win against Lufian, but he could at 
least restrain him. 

Sylvio’s excitement was beyond words. 
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Sacrificing Elora to be by Lufian’s side was a last resort. 

After all, some things were only precious because they were unattainable. 

Maybe it would not be a good thing for Lufian to relieve his obsession and 
inner demon after getting Elora. 

“You… Cough…” 

When Sylvio tried to speak, he coughed blood. 

The power of a partial Heavenly Overlord’s soul was weak. 

Fortunately, David did not kill him. 

Otherwise, his partial Heavenly Overlord Rank soul might not even be able to 
withstand a single blow. 

Just as when Lufian defeated him. 

“You… Cough… Are you David?” Sylvio asked again. 

“Who are you? Why did you hurt Pebbles? You were the one who damaged 
her soul twice, right?” David stared at Sylvio with sharp eyes. 

When the other person admitted it, he would not hold back. 

He would beat Sylvio to the brink of death and then let Pebbles do whatever 
she wanted with him. 

Sure enough, Sylvio expected this. 



“Will you believe me if I say that I was not hurting Pebbles, but helping her 
heal the wounds on her soul?” Sylvio replied with a forced smile. 

“Help her heal the wounds of her soul? Do you think I’m dumb? Does a 
treatment hurt her so much?” David did not believe Sylvio at all. 

“The soul is the most mysterious and fragile thing. If she wants to recover, she 
needs to suffer some pain. It’s inevitable,” Sylvio explained. 

“Why wasn’t she in pain when she was recovering with me?” 

‘The method you used was too mild and it’ll take a long time. On the other 
hand, my method needs special medicine and some special techniques. With 
the two combined, I can help Pebbles recover in a very short time.” 

David did not speak. His eyes were fixed on Sylvio while he wondered 
whether he was telling the truth. 

At this moment, a voice called from outside of the pit. 

“Davey, don’t attack Sylvio. He’s helping me, not hurting me.” 

It was Pebbles. 

When she came back to her senses, she immediately came to stop David. 

When David heard the little girl’s voice, the murderous intent within him 
vanished. His hand on Sylvio’s chest withdrew. He chuckled awkwardly, at a 
loss of what to do. 

“Uh… Um… Are you okay?” 

Sylvio thought to himself, “Am I okay? You should see if you’re okay after a 
Heavenly Overlord’s soul does this to you! 

‘Damn, I’m in so much pain!’ 

Sylvio felt that his internal organs had been injured by the shockwaves, but he 
said, “I’m okay! But, son, as your elder, I have to tell you something. Some 
things cannot be judged based on what you see. None of this would have 
happened if you just asked, right? What will you tell Pebbles if you 
accidentally killed me? You have to know that I am half of Pebbles’ master.” 



David was stunned. He did not expect this old man to be Pebbles’ master. 

This was a dispute between close people who failed to recognize each other. 

David nodded repeatedly, admitting his mistake. 

“Yes, you’re right. I have learned my lesson and not make the same mistake 
again. I’m so sorry. I didn’t hurt you, right?” 

He was also very embarrassed that he regarded other people’s kindness as 
bad intentions. 

Fortunately, he held back some power in time, otherwise, the consequences 
would have been disastrous. 

Judging from the painful expression on Pebbles at that time, who would have 
thought that she was healing the wounds in her soul? 

Sylvio struggled to get up. He was at a loss for words. 

He thought to himself, ‘Don’t you know how ruthless you were? 

‘Anyone below Overlord Realm would have vanished immediately after your 
attack. 

‘Fortunately, my body is strong. Otherwise, I would have died in the hands of 
an ignorant brat like you today.’ 

Seeing the old man trying to get up, David quickly squatted down to support 
him. 

As soon as he moved his body, Sylvio felt a burning pain in his internal 
organs. He resisted the discomfort and said, ” Boy, you are pretty ruthless.” 

“Hehe, Senior. I’m really sorry. I thought that you were Pebbles’s enemy at 
that time and you were hurting her, so I couldn’t hold myself back. I hope you 
don’t mind that I was a little too ruthless just now,” David replied awkwardly. 

 


